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Research Paper Summary
A total of 27 research papers were presented at the Annual Conference,
three of which are summarized here.
• Dr. Riad Saraiji presented “Fuzzability: A New Approach to Modeling
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Visibility Using Fuzzy Techniques.” (Co-authors: Issah M. Alhamad and
Halim Boussabaine, Ph.D.; all are from The British University in Dubai.)
In this context, fuzzy means imprecise. Fuzzy logic techniques are ap-
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proximations. These models are used when math precision is impossible
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or impractical. The Relative Visual Performance (RVP) model (Rea and

tion Grant were Riley Johnson (left) and
Jeff Thompson (right) of the University
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went to Fairooz Al Awami and Yamileth
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Ouellette, 1988, 1991) can be expanded to include other variables, such
as target eccentricity or chromatic contrast. The data are “fuzzified” by
classifying them in membership sets, which depend on task characteristics. A total of 81 “if-then” rules (applied in supra-threshold conditions)
lead to a resulting Fuzzy Relative Visual Performance (FRVP) rating. The
researchers found that when FRVP was high, it matched well with RVP.
However, at lower RVPs, FRVP did not match RVP very well.
• Rez Mani (Allied Scientific Pro) presented “Artificial Light Balance for
Growing Different Varieties of Tomatoes in Different Environments.”
(Co-author: Ian Godfrey, University of South Florida.) Three varieties of
indoor-grown tomatoes were grown in an LED chamber, a greenhouse or
an outdoor garden. Different wavelengths of light have different effects
on the plants. Blue helps morphology and leaf darkness; green is less effective for photosynthesis but is more likely to reach the lower (shaded)
parts; and red is important for photosynthesis. In the LED chamber, the
light provided was mostly blue and red, with a little green added for visual comfort. Compared with the greenhouse and the outdoor garden,
the LED chamber produced plants with larger fruit clusters; larger, darker
colored fruit; and better leaf color.
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• Clifford J. Yahnke (Kenall Manufacturing) presented “Visible Light Disinfection: A Novel Approach to Reducing Surgical Site Infections.”
Sunlight has been used throughout history to kill bacteria. This has been
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thought to be mainly due to the ultraviolet (UV) component. In recent
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ask manufacturers to provide data to support claims for effectiveness.
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